
SRS-Fix enhances patient comfort  
and safety and adds to the value of 
stereotactic radiotherapy.

SRS-Fix Immobilization Value for User Value for Patient

Easy, fast, trouble-free mask preparation and setup

Short mask molding procedure thanks to  
Orfit's proven single shell multi-point mask

Rapid procedure for optimal patient 
throughput

Short time spent for simulation

Short daily setup time thanks to Orfit's proven  
single shell multi-point mask

Increased patient throughtput on  
treatment machine

Short stay on treatment table

Easy-to-apply BiteFix Reduces pitch movement Minimal invasive

High technology thermoplastic mask material

Hybrid mask based on nanotechnology with  
low shrinkage and high fixation force 

Excellent immobilization Increased level of comfort

Antibacterial and non-stick surface No risk of cross-contamination  
in the department

Less exposure to bacteria on mask 
surface and no sticking of the mask 
to hair and face

High precision and reproducibility

Personalized head support High precision of positioning High level of comfort

Mask with high definition of the shape of the head High precision of positioning Better clinical effect

System based on existing positioning hardware

Orfit High Precision Base Plate and Head Supports form 
the basis of the system

Low or inexistant investment cost

Product highlights

A mask that makes a difference:  
the Orfit SRS-Fix mask

Its hybrid configuration with 
a Nanor® layer, its controlled 
shrinkage behavior and strong 
fixation force result in optimal 
immobilization with a high degree 
of patient comfort.

BiteFix
BiteFix offers a simple, one-size-fits-all  
solution to reduce pitch movement.  
The airway and mask opening ensures  
comfortable breathing.

 

Customized head support and vacuum bag 

Create a personalized patient immobilization solution  
with your preferred choice of individual head rest: 
Thermofit or Vacuum Bag.



The
precision
expert

SRS-Fix Solution

Simple, Reliable and Stable Fixation  
for stereotactic head and neck treatment

About ORFIT

Orfit brings high precision and comfort to the positioning  
and immobilization of cancer patients in Radiation Oncology.  
The combination of Orfit thermoplastic masks and positioning 
devices provides optimal stability. 

Discover the complete family of Orfit systems for brain, head 
and neck, supine and prone breast treatment, pelvis and  
abdomen treatment, SRS, SBRT, extremities, pediatric,  
MR and proton therapy on www.orfit.com

Visit
WWW.ORFIT.COM 
for more information.
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SRS-Fix

SRS treatment puts high demands on 
patient immobilization. SRS-Fix is simple 
in use, reliable in functioning and stable 
in immobilizing a patient’s head.

It is a patient-centered solution that  
fulfills the special requirements to 
achieve millimeter precision and daily 
reproducibility.
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